Beloved Hearts of this New Alliance Council, I have asked to come to speak with you
today as part of the Mother’s Love Radiance that seeks to see Her Children flourish with
only that which is Good and Beautiful. No Mother wishes to see Her Children suffer in
any way, but We also understand that learning through self-experience is the quickest
way for such learnings to come into the Expression of a Greater Knowing and the
difference between right and wrong, that which is benevolent and that which is harmful
to self.
One of My deepest concerns today is that of the harm that the internet, media servers,
gaming consoles, TV shows and theatre movies, iPhones and computer devices are
doing to everyone, but more so the younger generations of the World. I wish to try and
assist more in this area of inequity, if I can! To do that I must tell you something!
Dear Ones, I have come today to tell you that I have made a grievous error in My
Wisdom. This may sound impossible Dear Hearts, but it is True none the less! As you
will know, or if you do not, on June 23rd 1954 I stood before the Karmic Board of
Directors to ask for a Grant, through a Dispensation to offer all children born upon the
planet for a period of 12 months from that time forward, to be karmically released of
all previous karmic build ups through the ages. I saw that those new children over the
coming 18 years would not be worthy as Gods and Goddesses to assist Our Beloved
Sanat Kumara to find His Freedom.
I saw within those new mothers to whom they would be Holy Conceived within, that
they had woven into their etheric bodies and hence into their physical bodies these
negative karmas and which in turn would be woven into these New Lives whom I had
personally prepared for their incarnations and Who stood before Myself and Our
Beloved Sanat Kumara. These Dear Souls Pledged Their Unfed Flame with a Vow and
in balance for becoming a Voluntary Life in Full Service to Humanity and God within the
Inner Levels of the Presence of the Hierarchy. That night I asked The Karmic Board to
give these Dear Souls a Purity of Body; Eyes too Pure to behold iniquity; with lips which
would speak only words of Love and Light; and a Body with every organ in perfect
working order, each as a Temple through which God could Blaze His/Her Love, Wisdom,
Truth and Grace; and not to be effected by such karmic downloads. I knew that these
Dear Hearts would be the Hope for humanity in the coming times.
Our Dear Sanat Kumara received His Freedom. However, what I totally underestimated
was the power that human miscreations had on all children, and no matter how much

We the Ascended Ones wanted to do and tried to do, Our Hands are tied to offer all
children these potentials. Dear Ones, in many ways my Love for humanity was blinded
by the power of the unascended to create the barriers that denied them such Freedom
of karma. Not just their own karma, but the karma of their parents as well as the mass
consciousness of humanity which continues to be woven into all 4 of the lower bodies.
So while that Dispensation was successful in achieving its Goal, My Vision was very short
sighted in its overall projection of the Bigger Picture.
Through the Energetic Work completed in the return of the Single Core Flower of Life
of the Human Blueprint, its changes created upon a Worldwide scale for all Children
born after that time. Then there was the Creation of another Holy Trinity, between
Archangel Michael, Archangel Lucifer and Myself where I began to see yet another
opportunity to seek even greater ways for My Service to Expand the Ascension Program
for all of humanity.
The idea of the New Radiation Centres as Proposed within the Elemental Grace Alliance
Discourses gave Me yet another shot of Inspiration to Me these beginning to manifest
soon. I so look forward to this potential being Made Manifest as soon as possible. And
now Dear Children of the Light, I can now see that what has transpired here is yet an
even bigger opportunity than ever before to make such a massive stride to aid the
whole of humanity. This aspect of addiction and its automatic embodiment, that in fact
effects everyone, but more so the children, the opportunities to remain stuck in human
miscreations. What Dear Sue has shared in Her August Lion’s Gate Astrological Profile
and with Richard Rudd’s Gene Keys, shines such a powerful Light upon what I am going
to request from each of you now, also include in this Petitions for the clean- ups herein.
Sue tells Us:
“Along with the 43rd Gene Key, the 34th forms the Codon Ring of Destiny – it is through this Codon
that the two great forces of Evolution and Involution come together. There is a great mystery
here. Do you raise the frequency of your own DNA and change your destiny? That is the view of
evolution. Or does a higher force outside you make it possible for you to raise the frequency of
your DNA? That is the view of involution.
The paradox can only be solved through another paradox. Both are true and both are
interdependent.
The 34th Siddhi contains another great secret concerning awakening. Through its genetic
connection to its programming partner, the 20th Siddhi of Presence, the 34th Siddhi requires that
an individual transcend their genetic fear of survival by bringing their Presence fully into every
moment.
Once you have entered the Siddhic frequency all fear is purged from your system and the pure
awareness of your body’s physical intelligence is revealed. It is as though the entire Universe
were moving through your body. In the Ring of Destiny, the epiphany of the Higher Planes

encounters and infuses the Majesty of the body on the lower planes. The result is pure fusion as
Spirit enters Matter and imbues it with Divinity.’
So now, as we enter this new Galactic Year and as the Spectrums of Light intensify as we approach
the Lion’s Gate, let us be Aware, Mindful, Present and Sensitive to the World around us, both
Visible and Invisible, so that we may align with the Gifts that are flowing through each of us,
moment by moment, assisting both our Involution and Evolution to open to higher states of
Consciousness and Revelation.
Turning now to look at the chart for 8th of August, you will see, as for last year, this chart will be
created for the rising of the Sun at Giza in Egypt which this year will be at 05:18 EET and once
again you will see that the Sun will be at 15 degrees Leo, so as a reminder here is a extract from
Dane Rudhyar’s Astrological Mandala, which gives an image for each of the degrees of the Zodiac.
The image for this degree is ‘The Storm Ended, all Nature Rejoices in Brilliant Sunshine.’ The
Keynote for this moment in time, as the Light of Sirius floods the Earth plane is ‘The Surge of Life
and Love after a major crisis.’
‘This symbol speaks clearly for itself. How brilliant the Light after the long Night of the Soul. The
battered but unconquered consciousness finds itself exalted in the marriage of sunbeams and
rising sap.
This indeed is ‘Release’ – Light and Life singing in the cleansed and refreshed mind, flooded for a
while by the waters of feeling – ‘The Joy and Power of New Beginnings.’
How fitting that this is the resonance being imprinted at each Heliacal Rising for the last many
years – the Light of Sirius cleansing and creating the potential for a fresh start each year for
Humanity and all of Life. End Excerpt

So, if I may, now return to the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses and specifically that
of the ‘04 - Protecting The Future - The Elemental Grace Alliance Council - Archimus and
Rosa, 7th July 2015’.
Here is a small excerpt for your awareness;
“To save the future, one must take into account the relevance of healing and making
whole again. Very much in the same Light that the Salvation of humanity and the World
shall pertain to the release of everything within their holographic and morphogenetic
programming that no longer serves them. Today I wish to bring into awareness an
element of the past that continues to override the advancement of humanity into
Greater Consciousness. It is the root of all fear on the planet and it has been around
since the fall of humanity on Earth. This is what We call the KARMA OF MEMORY. Allow
Me to elaborate on what I shared with Peter in Our meeting that faithful day in 2007!
“This Karma of Memory is deeply embedded into humanity’s cellular structure, and so
acutely and so powerfully, it has become a programmed condition and attribute or
feature that is so widespread it is totally now a sub-conscious part of the human psyche.
This core of human nature, since the fall of man, is now so hidden from the conscious
mind, yet so obvious to the seeker of Truth at the time it is brought into their awareness.
Never has it been more appropriate to reveal than now as humanity stands upon the

abyss of this giant chasm of Conscious differentiation, between humanity and the
Elemental and Nature Kingdoms.
“Even in the times of Amazonia, Lemuria, Atlantis, and within the times of the Mayans
and the Egyptians, even primitive mankind as you know them, such as the Neanderthals,
everyone, the memory core of all fear, pain, hurt, lack and negative programming has
its origin in this Memory Encodement System. Its origin began pre-history from other
Planetary Star Systems and were implanted here and has very much been a method used
to hold humanity back with intentions for them never reaching Their I ‘Am’ Presence.
The heart of this Memory Cell is held within the brain stem where all memories are also
held relating to the Reptilian Races. From this Core placement it then radiates by means
of Energetic Matrices that encompass every cell within the biology and from there out
into the other lower bodies of mental, emotional and ethereal auras.
“This ‘ancestral memory core’ through lifetimes of reinforcement, genetic refinements
and deeper anchorings over the past millions of years, is now asking for eradication and
the complete removal from human expression and life as part of the old consciousness.”
End Excerpt.
I would wholeheartedly ask all here listening or reading this, read or re-read this
Discourse from Jacoba who is the Guest Speaker within it! For this is the foundation of
a New Petition to hopefully receive a Grant to clear, cleanse and release all Human and
Planetary Karmic Memory, particularly that of fear! Not just those who join and
undertake the Light Activation as a Member of the Elemental Grace Alliance, but EVERY
human being here now and who shall be come into incarnation from this time forward!
I desire that all addictions, no matter what they may be, in life now be cleared from
human life, to allow ‘The Joy and Power of New Beginnings’.
May I ask that this Discourse from The Pleiadeans to be submitted herein as part of
these Discourses and Proceedings – Thank you so much!
Precious Beloved Hearts of the Love from the Heart of Creation! Today, We Unite
together in One Cause to again intensify as much of the Sacred Fire in the lower
atmosphere of Earth as is possible at this time. I want you all to feel the nearness of
Masters’ Octaves and Presence, because it is in your feeling World that We must render
the Greatest Service possible to help you. It is in the emotional bodies of the people
that the Love is needed because the intellect cannot Love. All the intellect can do,
except in the sense that it creates pictures of Perfection and enjoys the picturing of
Perfection; and that is, of course, an action of Love, but the intense Power of the Sacred
Fire Love of the Universe is in the emotional body through the Heart, not the Mind.

The Love that pours forth from the Permanent Atom in the Heart as It fills the emotional
body is the Ever-expanding Sacred Fire Power from the Heart of the Great Central Sun.
That Heart Flame is in the Higher Mental Body, the Electronic Presence. It fills the
Causal Body. It is each one’s Life Stream’s Eternal Perfection, Authority, and Power of
Life to produce manifestation. So when you need anything constructive in the physical
World, try to feel that if you desire to produce constructive manifestation, you must let
the Heart Flame come forth and flow into it, in order to release the Divine Pattern by
which the Perfection can be created. Everything that mankind needs to have done in
this World to bring about the Purification and the Perfection of Life must be the Flow
of the Sacred Fire of Our Love into this World. Now, you who move in outer World
physical conditions are in the same relationship to the conditions of this World that We
are to your World. Therefore, what needs to be corrected must be the Release of the
Sacred Fire Love from the Great Central Sun through the Call of unascended beings.
We can Love the World, and We have Loved the World and wherever We have poured
forth Our Love, Manifestations of Perfection have occurred, and Blessed Life have been
sustained, and are ever expanding their constructive action to raise all Life to greater
Perfection. But each unascended person must remember that the Cosmic Law that
gives the Life from the Great Central Sun into the use of the individual, expects the
individual to pour forth that same Heart Flame of Love wherever manifestation occurs.
So Beloved Ones, regardless of what the World needs this hour, the only need is the
Sacred Fire’s Love that is the Authority and Purity and Power that just takes out of
existence the discord that has been created. Mankind has densified discord into
substance so long and with such terrific hate that no unascended being can realize how
much energy has been qualified and concentrated into the destructive conditions of
the World. But anyone can understand Our Ascended Master Consciousness!
Everyone can understand Our Feeling of the Sacred Fire Love that is Powerful enough
to consume human creation, consume hate, consume discord, consume impurity, just
the same as you can take a searchlight and project it into a darkened room and do that
which you cannot do without that Light. Therefore each of you should be an Open
Door, and may I say, a Searchlight of the Cosmic Sacred Fire Love from the Ascended
Masters’ Octaves to keep pouring into this World, keep pouring into discord
everywhere, the Illumining Presence of the Sacred Fire Love from the Ascended
Masters’ Octaves.
That Illumining Presence can be a Light Ray or a Flame, or It can be the Presence of an
Angel; for I assure you, the Angels of Love pour forth that Sacred Fire Beauty, Power,
and Perfection without limit with such Terrific Force that They can Silence into

annihilation everything of human creation wherever They go. Just like the searchlight
compels the darkness to cease to be and the shadows to disappear, so can the Love
from the Healing Angels, so can the Power and the Victory of the Angels of Sacred Fire
Love pour Their Sacred Fire into a condition. And wherever that is poured human
creation is gone. It ceases to be! It is consumed by that Almighty Power from the Great
Central Sun. So from this day, I trust you will feel the Presence of the Healing Angels of
Sacred Fire Love, not only in and around yourselves when you need Them; but call forth
Their Presence into every condition of impurity. They do not take on the impurity! They
are the Flame that moves in there the annihilation of the impurity.
This is Power, Supreme Power of which mankind does not even dream. Otherwise We
could not have performed the Miracles We have all down through the centuries in
answer to mankind’s Calls. We want you to feel the Presence of the Sacred Fire Angels
of such Sacred Fire Love that even when you just think of Them and ask Their Presence
to pour that Flame of Love into a condition to Purify it, you will become aware of Their
Presence because you can feel Their Presence. When you Love Them, Their Love comes
back to you to make you feel It. And it’s in your feeling World that this Magnificent
Sacred Fire Power from the Heart of the Central Sun moves into outer physical
conditions and consumes everything in its pathway that is not that Love. And if
mankind, if individuals would only learn what Miracles they can have, what Powers they
can release, what Manifestations they can produce, what Help they can give to the rest
of Life just by calling the Sacred Fire Love from the Cosmic Angels of Sacred Fire Love
into those conditions and forbid the existence of human creation!
So if Perfection is going to live in you; if Perfection is going to be in the World around
you, then that Heart Flame of Sacred Fire Love from the Angels of the Sacred Fire, as
well as the Ascended Host, many of whom are those Angels, that must live in you. The
Sacred Fire of the Angels of Sacred Fire Love must come into you. And as It enters into
you and makes you feel Its Peace, Its Purity, and Its Love, and Its Almighty Power, that
which has been an obstruction to the Perfection you desire, you will find has been
dissolved and consumed. The Fulfilment of the Divine Plan begins to manifest in the
physical World around you because the Life of the Angels of Sacred Fire Love has come
to Earth to produce It. Once you understand how Great is this Power, you will come
and dwell in the Powerhouse of Life, the Powerhouse of your Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence,
the Powerhouse of the Ascended Masters’ Great Temples of the Sacred Fire, all of
which are the Concentration of the Sacred Fire Love from the Great Central Sun. That
Love contains Every Quality, Every Power to produce Perfect Manifestation, make It
Immortal, compel Its Expansion, Protect It without limit, and send forth Its Beauty, Its
Blessing, Its Power, and Its Perfection, Its Happiness and Peace for Eternity, to every

particle of Life. To become that and use that Power in this World while you are yet
unascended is that which We are trying to bring to the ‘I AM’ Presence for use now,
because your Nation, your World needs It!
And the Beloved Goddess of Justice, in that Power which is Her Service to the Earth, of
Purifying everything and establishing Divine Law, Order and Balance, She is at all times
trying to help those under this Radiation come to the point, through your outer World
Service in Purification of outer World conditions, She is trying to bring Balance within
your own beings and Worlds, in your affairs, and everything that affects your destiny.
That is why, until mankind understands that there must come Purity and Balance and
Peace, there will never be a cessation of war until Purity and Balance and Peace are
released into the physical World through the Activities of the Sacred Fire.
I thank you Dear Children of the Sacred Fire Light for listening to Me this day! Your
Presence upon the Earth is to offer such Blessings that nothing from this time forward
shall diminish ever again! I Am The Mother’s Heart Love of each of you! I Love You,
Eternally and I Am Ready to do all I can to see this Divine Plan come into fruition!
And So It Is!

